OFF THE FLOOR
Books, art, movies, etc...
Words: KIRSTY ALLISON

TECHNO CITY
DJ MAG presents the UK premiere of Never Stop
— A Music That Resists at Doc N Roll Festival in
London on 7th November, at the Everyman Theatre
in King’s Cross. There will also be a Q&A with the
director, Jacqueline Caux, hosted by DJ Mag's Carl
Loben. Book now via docnrollfestival.com
Never Stop is the definitive story on Detroit
techno, striking and beautifully put together, with
four key, insightful interviews with the four stars:
Juan Atkins (speaking about the unparalleled
creativity he felt at school, even before Cybotron
and Model 500), Derrick May (explaining what it
was like to be his disciple before starting Transmat
— and doing that little thing of creating ‘Strings Of
Life’), Carl Craig (on loop meditation, with footage
of his complex live performances around more
progressive sounds on Planet E), and Jeff Mills
(talking about Underground Resistance, and then
Axis, Purpose Maker and Tomorrow).
Appearing as medicine men of space, Caux
projects a parallel universe of blues-type outsiders
developing their music around the theology of scifi fantasy and space travel. The only music featured
in the documentary which isn’t from the techno
quad is by Sun Ra.
“From their childhood when they were reading
science fiction books and when they were studying
futuristic things in school, we never can forget that
Afro-futurism is an important part of their culture,”
Caux says, achieving a rare freedom, with a zero
gravity spaciousness only available in indie film.
The French director juxtaposes these interviews
with ghostly eviction horror-show houses and
warehouses as symbols of post-industrialisation
life in the Motor City. The mise-en-scene shadow
is long, as Derrick May calls out the music industry
for bringing out CDs to kill the independent scene
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they created. He also slams most DJs, saying they
are not artists, just people distracted by easy
money.
The director, who’s worked with many of the artists
previously, says: “For me, techno music is a weapon
for freedom offered to few musicians, especially
the pioneers, because when they started doing
this music they were not doing it to be famous,
they were doing it, as Juan Atkins told me one day,
because they did not want to die psychically. Now,
too often, musicians want to go too quickly to
fame, and we can feel it in their music.”
This complex duality, hearing Carl Craig proclaim
that the E in his Planet E recordings label stood
for Earth, rather than the gurning fruit taken in
nightclubs — where these living legends have had
to hustle for their notoriety and musicological
standing — sits aside a dignity knowing that they
will live in the tides of compositional excellence
forever. Jeff Mills’ shelter in libraries adds further
meteoric ammunition to this outstanding,
inspiring polemic of independence.
“It is a metaphor of the death of the ancient
music industry after the death of the
industrialisation which destroyed the city,” Caux
told DJ Mag’s Off The Floor.
Never Stop is, joyfully, untroubled with attentionseeking talking heads. Derrick May’s humour
does suggest this may not have been the way if
they had been let in by the mainstream industry,
getting signed to the labels putting out Prince.
Instead, left to emit light from the far distant
reaches of the universe, these techno lords
glisten like true artists who will go down in
history.

UNLEASH THE
BEASTIES

“WARNING: THE METAPHOR I’M ABOUT TO USE IS
KIND OF GROSS. The three years leading up to the
end of the Licensed To Ill tours in 1989 were like
watching a pimple on your face grow into a huge
and amazing spectacle,” explains Adam Horovitz
at the midpoint of this 550-page doorstopper of a
book, which is more ADHD than the MTV generation.
Presented as the ideal, egalitarian band biography,
Beastie Boys Book has a cut-up sample structure
of just under 100 vignettes from founders Adam
Horovitz and Michael Diamond, with extra samples
from an assortment of players, and goofball touring
imagery, cartoons and scraps of scratched and
edited clunking-great comedy VW chains. It’s a
coffee table book, or one you can skin up on. It
chops in a seamless megamix from a hotel manager’s
letter wondering if there are faulty windows as items
are falling from their room, to a green pop star suit
“with a white fur hat, kinda like Sly Stone meets your
grandma” MD, to a script about meeting Bob Dylan.
This is the best opportunity most of us will get to
hang out with our fave fun skater boys, who rose
on Russell Simmons’ Def Jam under the coattails of
Run DMC. It’s a magazine-birthed collision course
through the ’80s New York hardcore scene, where
they hung with Thurston Moore from Sonic Youth and
Madonna at the Danceteria, and it's like hitting the
rail of eternal youth through the spirit of embracing
anything experimental and new, from the Butthole
Surfers to Bad Brains. You can feel the excitement of
pop star privileges such as hanging with The Clash,
and this is a funny and reflexive book, cut ‘n’ pasting
from Check Your Head to Grand Royale (which surely
was part referenced in Pulp Fiction, hmmm?),
and on ‘Sabotage’: “Once we discovered wigs and
moustaches, it was over”.
“In truth, the Beastie Boys accidentally made
the first gangsta rap album,” claim Blake and
Jonathan Lethem in the White Boy Bouillabaisse
insert. The micro-title taking reference from ‘B-Boy
Bouillabaisse’ on the ‘Paul’s Boutique’ album,
when “we wanted to make our own psychedelic
rap manifesto inspired by listening to the Beatles’
‘Sgt Pepper’, the Beach Boys’ ‘Pet Sounds’, and
Hendrix.” Recorded in LA, where “dense layers
exist to separate you from your money, it’s rags to
riches, showbiz ditches. And don't forget, these
are stylish mo-f*s, and the book is no different. Of
course, the book straight up honours the kind of
crazy pals who make you do things outside of your
comfort zone — and Adam Yauch, the Beastie who
stayed in boyhood forever, dying at 47 in 2012.
The book closes with their last gig, and you see the
explosion
of the mega
zit that had
pop written
all over it.
The
Beasties are
touring the
book and
play EartH
in London
on 30th
November.
The book
is out now
through
Faber.
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